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Abstract
New exact solutions of the modified Dirac equation describing a neutrino with nontrivial electromagnetic
properties in extreme background conditions are obtained. Within the quasi-classical treatment the effec-
tive Lorentz force that describes the neutrino propagation in the magnetized rotating matter is introduced.
We predict the effect of the spatial separation of different types of relativistic neutrinos and antineutrinos
(different in flavors and energies) by the magnetized rotating matter of a star. Low energy neutrinos can be
even trapped inside the star. We also predict two new phenomena: a new type of the neutrino electromag-
netic radiation (termed “Light of (milli)Charged Neutrino”, LCν) and a new mechanism of the star angular
velocity shift due to neutrinos escaping the star (termed “Neutrino Star Turning” mechanism, νST). The
possible impact of the νST mechanism on a supernova explosion yields a new astrophysical limit on the
neutrino millicharge qν < 1.3 × 10−19e0. In addition, the νST mechanism can be also used to explain the
origin of pulsar “anti-glitches” and ordinary glitches as well.
© 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
Neutrino electromagnetic properties are among the most intriguing and exciting problems
in modern particle physics. Within the Standard Model in the limit of massless neutrinos the
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Model a massive neutrino has nontrivial electromagnetic properties (for a review of the neutrino
electromagnetic properties see [1,2]). That is why it is often claimed that neutrino electromag-
netic properties open “a window to the new physics” [3].
It is a common knowledge that for a massive neutrino in the easiest generalization of the
Standard Model with inclusion of the right-handed neutrino the neutrino magnetic moment is not
zero and is proportional to the neutrino mass, μν ≈ 3 × 10−19μB(mν/1 eV) [4]. Much greater
values are predicted in other various Standard Model generalizations (for details see [1,2]). The
best experimental limit on the neutrino magnetic moment [5] is given by GEMMA experiment
μν  2.9 × 10−11μB. (1)
It is usually believed [6] that the neutrino electric charge is zero. This is often thought to
be attributed to gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation constraints imposed in the Standard
Model. In the Standard Model of SU(2)L × U(1)Y electroweak interactions it is possible to get
[7–9] a general proof that neutrinos are electrically neutral. The electric charges of particles
in this model are related to the SU(2)L and U(1)Y eigenvalues by the Gell-Mann–Nishijima
relation Qst = I3 + Y2 . In the Standard Model without right-handed neutrinos νR the triangle
anomalies cancellation constraints (the requirement of renormalizability) lead to certain rela-
tions among particles hypercharges Y , that are enough to fix all Y , so that hypercharges, and
consequently electric charges, are quantized [8,9]. The electric charge quantization provides the
particles charges to be equal integral multiples of one third the electron charge that together
with the present experimental limits on particles charges gives a final proof that neutrinos are
electrically neutral.
However, if the neutrino has a mass, the statement that a neutrino electric charge is zero is
not so evident as it meets the eye. The strict requirements for charge quantization may disappear
in extensions of the standard SU(2)L × U(1)Y electroweak interaction models if right-handed
neutrinos νR with Y = 0 are included. In this case the uniqueness of particles hypercharges Y is
lost (hypercharges are no more fixed) and in the absence of hypercharge quantization the electric
charge gets “dequantized” [8,9]. As a result, neutrinos may become electrically millicharged
particles.
In general, the situation with charge quantization is different for Dirac and Majorana neutri-
nos. As it was shown in [7], the charge dequantization for Dirac neutrinos occurs in the extended
Standard Model with right-handed neutrinos νR and also in a wide class of models that con-
tain an explicit U(1) symmetry. In such models an addition to the electric charge Qst that is
determined by the barion B and lepton L numbers of a particle appears [9],
Q = Qst + (B − L)ε, (2)
where ε is an arbitrary parameter of the theoretical model. Thus, the well known fundamen-
tal Gell-Mann–Nishijima relation between electric charge, isospin and hypercharge is modified
accordingly. Eq. (2) for a neutrino charge yields
qν = −q0, q0 = εe0, (3)
where the absolute value of the neutrino millicharge q0 is expressed in units of the absolute value
of the electron charge e0 (for definiteness, we suppose a negative neutrino millicharge). Note,
that the existence of the nonzero neutrino millicharge should not violate the charge conservation
law and should lead to non-standard electric charges of quarks and leptons. On the contrary, if
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lost, leading to electric charge quantization and hence to neutrino neutrality [7].
The most model-independent limit on the neutrino electric charge was derived from the
absence of an anomalous dispersion of the SN 1987A neutrino signal [10,11] which led to
q0  3 × 10−17e0. Note that the most severe experimental constraint on the neutrino electric
charge q0  3 × 10−21e0 is obtained from the electric charge conservation in a neutron β-decay
[12,13].
In this paper we consider Dirac neutrinos with nontrivial electromagnetic properties in ex-
treme background conditions, namely in the magnetized rotating matter. We develop the ap-
proach (the “method of exact solutions”) that implies the use of the exact solutions of the
modified Dirac equation for a neutrino wave function in the presence of the background en-
vironment [14–17]. On the basis of the obtained solutions we predict new astrophysical effects
and phenomena which are produced by the interactions of millicharged neutrinos with the back-
ground magnetized rotating matter.
In Section 2 the new exact solution of the Dirac equation describing the millicharged neutrino
with the anomalous magnetic moment in a magnetized matter is obtained. In Section 3 we obtain
another one new solution of the Dirac equation describing the massless millicharged neutrino
in the magnetized rotating matter. Section 4 is devoted to the quasi-classical interpretation of
the obtained solutions. In particular, we predict the existence of the effective Lorentz force that
describes neutrino motion in the magnetized rotating matter. The effective Lorentz force contains
the ordinary electromagnetic Lorentz force and the additional part that comes from the weak
interactions of neutrinos with the matter. On this basis we predict the effect of spatial separation
of different types of neutrinos and antineutrinos (different in flavors and energies) propagating in
the rotating magnetized matter. This effect can be very important for neutrino searches from the
transient astrophysical sources with optical follow-up observations [18].
In Section 5 a new mechanism of the neutrino electromagnetic radiation in the rotating
magnetized nonuniform matter due to the neutrino millicharge (“Light of (milli)Charged Neutri-
no”, LCν) is considered. This electromagnetic radiation phenomenon exists even in the absence
of electromagnetic fields and, therefore, is of different nature than the one of the cyclotron radi-
ation of charged particles in magnetic fields. The LCν mechanism is of interest for astrophysics
in light of the recently reported hints of ultra-high energy neutrinos ∼PeV observed by Ice-
Cube [19].
In Section 6 we introduce a new mechanism of a star rotation frequency shift produced
by the feedback of escaping neutrinos to the star matter (termed the “Neutrino Star Turning”
mechanism, νST). Accounting only for weak interactions the change of the star rotation rate is
significant only in case of a sufficiently large neutrino emission.
In Section 7 we consider the electromagnetic part of the νST mechanism. In order to avoid the
contradiction between the possible impact of the νST mechanism on the rotation rate of a pulsar
during its formation in a supernova explosion with the initial pulsar rotation rate we obtain a new
astrophysical limit on the neutrino millicharge qν < 1.3 × 10−19e0. The limit is stronger than
many other constraints known in literature [10] and it is indeed the best limit from astrophysics
(see [1]).
In Section 8 we briefly discuss pulsar glitches and propose to use the νST mechanism to
explain the origin of both glitches and “anti-glitches” phenomena. In particular, we estimate the
total number of neutrinos that is needed to explain the recently observed “anti-glitch” event [20].
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The millicharged neutrino with the nonzero magnetic moment moving in an external magnetic
field and dense neutron matter is described by the modified Dirac equation [21–23](
γμP
μ − 1
2
γμ(1 + γ5)f μ − i2μσμνF
μν − m
)
Ψ (x) = 0, (4)
where Pμ = pμ + q0Aμ is a particle kinetic momentum (q0 is given by Eq. (3)), Fμν =
∂μAν − ∂νAμ with Aμ = (0,− yB2 , xB2 ,0) describes the uniform magnetic and μ is a neutrino
anomalous magnetic moment. Note that the nontrivial neutrino electromagnetic properties can
lead to additional electromagnetic interactions of the neutrinos with the particles of matter that
modify the potential Aμ → Aμ + δAμ in Eq. (4). However, in case of electrically neutral matter
in linear approximation the fluctuations δAμ can be safely neglected due to the presence of the
strong background magnetic field given by Aμ.
The matter potential Vm = 12γμ(1 + γ5)f μ comes from the weak interactions of the neu-
trino with the background matter. The explicit form of f μ depends on the background particles
densities, velocities and polarizations. In this section we consider the case of the unpolarized
static neutron matter when f μ = −Gnn(1,0,0,0), where G = GF√2 (GF is the Fermi constant)
and nn is the neutron number density. Note that the case of the neutrino motion in the rotating
magnetized matter will be considered in the next section.
Eq. (4) can be written in the Hamiltonian form i ∂
∂t
Ψ (x) = HΨ (x) with the Hamiltonian
H = γ0γP + γ0m + γ0σ3μB − (1 + γ5)Gnn2 . (5)
The exact solution for the neutrino wave function can be obtained in the form
Ψ (x) =
√
q0B
2πL
e−i(pot−p3z)
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
C1Ll−1s ( q0B2 r2)ei(l−1)ϕ
iC2Lls ( q0B2 r2)eilϕ
C3Ll−1s ( q0B2 r2)ei(l−1)ϕ
iC4Lls ( q0B2 r2)eilϕ
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (6)
where Lls ( q0B2 r2) are the Laguerre functions (N = l + s = 0,1,2, . . .), here the polar coordinates
are used (see the last paper of [17]).
To advance in the exact solution of Eq. (4) one should determine the spin coefficients Ci . To
this purpose we introduce a new type of the spin operator
S = Str cosα + Slong sinα, sinα = Gnn√
(Gnn)2 + (2μB)2
, (7)
which is the weighted superposition of the operators of longitudinal and transverse polarizations
Slong = ΣP
m
, Str = Σ3 + i
m
(
0 −σ0
σ0 0
)
[σ × P ]3, (8)
where σμ are the Pauli matrixes. The angle α is determined by the neutron density nn and the
magnetic field B . Note, that the same technique was used in [24]. The spin operator (7) commutes
with the Hamiltonian (5) and yields the spin integral of motion
S = ζ
√
(m cosα + p3 sinα)2 + 2Nq0B, ζ = ±1. (9)m
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p0 = −Gnn2 + ε
√√√√
p23 + 2Nq0B +m2 +
(
Gnn
2
)2
+ (μB)2 + 2mS
√(
Gnn
2
)2
+ (μB)2
(10)
where ε = ±1. The spin coefficients are given by
C1 = 12
√
1 + m cosα + p3 sinα
mS
√
1 − sin(α − β),
C2 = 12δ1ζ
√
1 − m cosα + p3 sinα
mS
√
1 − sin(α + β),
C3 = 12δ2
√
1 + m cosα + p3 sinα
mS
√
1 + sin(α − β),
C4 = 12δ3ζ
√
1 − m cosα + p3 sinα
mS
√
1 + sin(α + β). (11)
We use the notations δ1 = sgn[sinα − cosβ], δ2 = sgn[cos(α − β)], δ3 = sgn[cosα + sinβ] and
introduce a new angle β ,
cosβ = p3 cosα − m sinα
p0 + Gnn2
. (12)
It is easy to show that sinβ introduced in Eq. (11) is given by
sinβ =
√
(Gnn2 )
2 + (μB)2 +mS
p0 + Gnn2
. (13)
Note that Eqs. (6), (9), (10) and (11) represent the exact solution of the modified Dirac equa-
tion (4) which describes the millicharged neutrino with the nonzero magnetic moment in the
dense magnetized matter.
3. Millicharged neutrinos in rotating magnetized neutron matter
It is not an easy task to solve the Dirac equation in the most general form (4) in case of
a moving matter. Therefore, to simplify the task we omit the neutrino mass and magnetic moment
terms in Eq. (4) due to the obvious smallness of these values. The potential of the rotating matter
Vm = 12γμ(1 + γ5)f μ is described by f μ = −Gnn(1,−yω,xω,0) (see also the last paper of
reference [17]). We consider the particular case of coincided directions of the magnetic field B
and the matter rotation ω (ω is an angular velocity of the matter rotation). Thus, the effective
neutrino evolution Hamiltonian is given by
H = γ0γP − (1 + γ5)(1 + γ0γ1ωy − γ0γ2ωx)Gnn2 . (14)
To describe neutrino spin properties in a moving matter we introduce a new type of the spin
operator
S = ΣP − (γ0γ v − Σv)Gnn , (15)
m 2m
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ditional term that accounts for the matter motion. Using the spin operator (15) we have obtained
the neutrino energy spectrum
p0 = −Gnn2 + εζη
(
mS + Gnn
2
)
, (16)
where mS = ζ
√
p23 + 2NqB is the spin integral of motion and qB = q0B + (1 − εζη)Gnnω.
The physical interpretation of new values q and B will be done in the next section within the
quasi-classical treatment of the obtained solutions. For the neutrino wave function we get
Ψ (x) = e
−i(pot−p3z)
2
√
qB
πL
( 1−εζη
2 ψ
1+εζη
2 ψ
)
, (17)
where
ψ =
(√
1 + p3
mSLl−1s ( qB2 r2)ei(l−1)ϕ
iζ
√
1 − p3
mSC2Lls ( qB2 r2)eilϕ
)
. (18)
The new solutions (16), (17) and (18) describe the millicharged neutrino in the rotating mag-
netized neutron matter. The solutions depend not only on the energy sign (ε = ±1) and the spin
number (ζ = ±1) but also on the additional parameter η = sign(1 + Gnn2mS ) which appears in case
of the massless neutrino. Note that for relativistic neutrinos η = +1.
From the structure of the wave function (17) it follows that the left-handed neutrino chiral state
ΨL ≡ 12 (1 + γ5)Ψ corresponds to the negative neutrino spirality ζ = −1 while the right-handed
neutrino ΨR ≡ 12 (1−γ5)Ψ corresponds to the positive spirality ζ = +1. It is also obvious that the
right-handed neutrino does not contain the matter terms in the obtained solutions and is attributed
to a sterile neutrino.
From Eq. (16) the energy spectrum of the active neutrinos (left-handed neutrinos and right-
handed antineutrinos) is just straightforward
p0 =
√
p23 + 2N(q0B + 2Gnnω)−Gnn (19)
that is quantized due to both weak and electromagnetic interactions and represents the modified
Landau levels of the millicharged neutrino in the rotating magnetized matter (see also [16,17,
21–23]).
4. Quasi-classical treatment
Using the explicit form of the obtained solution (16), (17) and (18) one can calculate the root
mean square radii of quasi-classical circular neutrino orbits (p3 = 0, N  1)
R2 =
∫
Ψ † r2 Ψ dr = 2N
q0B + 2Gnnω . (20)
It is also possible to express the orbit radius in the completely classical form
R = Ω−1, Ω = ωm + ωc, (21)
where we introduce the effective rotation frequency Ω which is determined by the cyclotron
frequency
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p0 + Gnn , (22)
and the matter induced frequency
ωm = 2Gnn
p0 +Gnnω. (23)
The radius (20) is defined by the neutrino energy p0 and by the background environment
(namely, the neutron number density nn, the angular velocity ω and the magnetic field B). In case
of rather high angular matter velocity and strong magnetic field the radii of the quasi-classical
orbits for low energy neutrinos become smaller than the size of the matter source. Thus, we
predict the effect of low energy neutrinos trapping inside the rotating magnetized matter. For
instance, low energy neutrinos can be trapped inside neutron stars or accretion disks of black
holes.
The obtained quasi-classical neutrino circular orbits can be explained as a result of the ac-
tion of the generalized effective Lorentz force (see also [17]). The force accounts for weak and
electromagnetic interactions of the active neutrinos (left-handed neutrinos and right-handed an-
tineutrinos) with the rotating nonuniform magnetized matter. The effective Lorentz force has the
following form
F = qE + q[β ×B], (24)
where
qE = qmEm,
qB= −(qmBm + q0B)ez, (25)
β is the neutrino speed and ez is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field and matter
rotation. The matter induced “charge” qm, “electric” Bm and “magnetic” Em fields are given by
qm = −G, Em = −∇nn, Bm = −2nnω. (26)
The magnetic B field reproduces the ordinary electrodynamic Lorentz force and the matter in-
duced components is due to Em and Bm. Note that in case of sterile neutrinos the effective
Lorentz force (24) reduces to the ordinary electrodynamic Lorentz force.
The effective electric field E is produced by the gradient of the matter number density. The
matter induced charges of neutrinos and antineutrinos are of opposite signs, qνm = −G and
qν¯m = G. Therefore, neutrinos that propagate inside the neutron matter with decreasing density
are decelerated while antineutrinos are accelerated. Note that the possibility of particle accelera-
tion due to the gradient of the matter number density was also discussed in [25,26,17].
The effective magnetic field B contains the magnetic field B itself and the additional term
Bm = −2nnω originating by the matter rotation. As it follows from Eq. (24), the effective
magnetic force is orthogonal to the neutrino speed β and, thus, bounds both neutrinos and an-
tineutrinos.
The discussed above Lorentz force can have interesting consequences in astrophysics. In par-
ticular, the force reasonably disturbs the trajectory of neutrinos propagating inside the rotating
magnetized matter. We predict a new effect of the spatial separation of different types of neutri-
nos (neutrinos and antineutrinos and/or different flavor neutrinos and/or neutrinos with different
energies) propagating inside the matter.
Recently, attempts to find neutrino signals in the correlation with observed light signals from
astrophysical transient sources (including gamma-ray bursts, core collapse supernovae and active
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rotating matter can explain the absence of the neutrino signals in the corresponding experiments
[18]. Indeed, during the propagation of the initially collimated beams of neutrinos and photons
the neutrinos are declined by the force (24) while the photons are not. Naturally, for relativistic
neutrinos the deviation angle is very small,
φ 	 RSΩ sin θ, (27)
where θ is the azimuthal angle of the neutrino motion and RS characterizes the size of the source.
However, due to immense distances to the astrophysical sources L the deflection of the neutrino
beam is huge,
L 	 φL. (28)
If we account only for the weak interactions and consider the source distance L ∼ 1 kpc the
deflection (28) is about the distance between the Earth and the Sun (for sin θ = 1). Therefore,
a neutrino beam can be reasonably deflected by the effective Lorentz force and cannot accompany
the light signal in terrestrial observations even in the case of their initially coinciding directions.
Thus, the effect discussed above can explain the ANTARES experimental results [18].
5. Light of millicharged neutrinos
The effective Lorentz force (24) should lead to the neutrino acceleration and the corresponding
emission of the electromagnetic radiation due the neutrino electric millicharge. In the most gen-
eral case of the neutrino motion in nonuniform magnetized rotating matter the effective Lorentz
force originates the neutrino acceleration
a = 1
m
(
G∇nn + (q0B + 2Gnnω)[β × ez]
)
. (29)
The radiation power of the induced electromagnetic radiation is given by [27]
ILCν = 2q
2
0
3
(
β˙
2
(1 − β2)2 +
(ββ˙)2
(1 − β2)3
)
. (30)
We term the considered mechanism of the neutrino electromagnetic radiation due to the neutrino
millicharge, that can be emitted in the presence of the nonuniform rotating matter and electro-
magnetic fields, the “Light of (milli)Charged Neutrino” (LCν). It should be stressed, that the
phenomenon exists even in the absence of the electromagnetic fields, when the acceleration (29)
is produced only due to the weak interactions of neutrinos with background particles (see also
the third paper of [17]). So that the proposed new mechanism is of different nature than the one
of the cyclotron radiation of charged particles in magnetic fields.
The LCν mechanism would manifest itself during the neutrino propagation from the central
part of a rotating neutron star outwards through the crust. The gradient of the matter density (the
density variation along the neutrino path) gives the following contribution to the LCν radiation
power (see Eq. (29))
ILCν = 2q
2
0
3m2
(G∇nn)2, (31)
and the effect of the matter rotation yields
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2
0
3m2
(q0B + 2Gnnω)2γ 2, (32)
where γ = (1 − β2)−1/2. The numerical estimations, that account for the LCν power for the
present limits on the neutrino millicharge and for a realistic gradient of a neutron star matter
density |G∇nn| ∼ 1 eV/1 km and the rotation frequency ω ∼ 2π × 103 s−1, show that the role
of the LCν in the explosion energetics is negligible in respect to the total energy of the collapse.
However, as it was shown before [28–30], in the presence of a dense plasma the induced neutrino
effective electric charge can be reasonably large. In addition, the phenomenon is of interest for
astrophysics in light of the recently reported hints of ultra-high energy neutrinos ∼PeV observed
by IceCube [19].
6. Millicharged neutrinos as the star rotation engine
Consider the propagation of the neutrinos inside a neutron star on the basis of the obtained
solutions for neutrinos in the rotating magnetized matter. During the propagation the effective
Lorentz force (24) disturbs the neutrino trajectories. Obviously, there is also the feedback of the
neutrinos on the star. Therefore, our prediction is as follows: neutrinos that propagate inside a star
should effect the star rotation. This new effect we have termed the “Neutrino Star Turning” (νST)
mechanism.
The idea of star angular momentum losses due to the neutrino emission was proposed for
the first time in [31,32]. In these and other subsequent papers only the slow-down of the star
rotation is considered. In our paper we develop a new approach to the description of neutrino
propagation inside a rotating star on the basis of the introduced νST mechanism that can lead to
both acceleration and deceleration of the star rotation.
To estimate the efficiency of the predicted νST mechanism we consider the impact of the
escaping neutrinos on the star rotation. A single neutrino propagating with the azimuthal angle θ
generates a feedback force with the projection onto the rotation plane given by
F = (q0B + 2Gnnω) sin θ. (33)
The value of the corresponding torque is just straightforward,
M0(t) =
√
1 − r
2(t)Ω2 sin2 θ
4
Fr(t) sin θ, (34)
where r(t) is the neutrino radius vector inside the star and Ω is given by Eq. (21). Accounting
for the contribution from all emitted neutrinos Nν one can obtain the total torque
M(t) = Nν
4π
∫
M0(t) sin θdθdϕ, (35)
that determines the rate of change of the star angular momentum, M(t) = IS dωdt , where IS =
2
5MSR
3
S is the moment of inertia of the star with mass MS and radius RS . In case of relativistic
neutrinos we obtain the shift of the star angular velocity in the following form
|
ω| = 5Nν
6MS
(q0B + 2Gnnω0), (36)
where 
ω = ω − ω0 (ω0 is an angular velocity of the star before the neutrino emission).
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signs, qνm = −G and qν¯m = G. Therefore, the weak interactions of neutrinos with the star matter
spin down the star rotation (
ω < 0) while for antineutrinos the rotation is spined up (
ω > 0).
The electromagnetic interaction of the negative millicharged neutrinos and positive millicharged
antineutrinos with the star magnetic field reinforces these effects. The impacts of the weak and
electromagnetic interactions on the νST mechanism are defined by the matter induced and cy-
clotron frequencies accordingly (see Eqs. (22) and (23)).
To estimate the impact of the weak interactions on the νST mechanism one should set q0 = 0
in Eq. (36). In this case the relative shift of angular velocity is given by
|
ω|
ω0
= 4 × 10−66Nν
(
1.4M
MS
)(
ρn
1014g/cm3
)
, (37)
where M is the solar mass and ρn is the density of the neutron matter. From the obtained
estimation it follows that the impact of the weak interaction on the pulsar angular velocity is of
interest only in case of sufficiently large neutrino emission. However, the consideration of the
electromagnetic interaction can significantly reinforce the discussed effect.
7. New astrophysical limit on the neutrino millicharge
One of the most strongest astrophysical neutrino sources is a supernova explosion with total
Nν ∼ 1058 of emitted neutrinos [33]. Therefore, the impact of the νST mechanism on the pulsar
rotation rate during the formation of the pulsar in the supernova explosion is of particular interest.
In case of a nonzero neutrino millicharge the νST mechanism is originated dominantly by the
electromagnetic interactions of the neutrinos with the magnetic field of the pulsar since ωc  ωm.
From Eq. (36) we obtain the relative frequency shift of a born pulsar due to the νST mechanism
|
ω|
ω0
= 7.6ε × 1018
(
P0
10 s
)(
Nν
1058
)(
1.4M
MS
)(
B
1014G
)
, (38)
where P0 is a pulsar initial spin period and ε is the neutrino electric millicharge in units of the
electron charge (see Eq. (3)).
The current pulsar timing observations [34] show that the present-day rotation periods are up
to 10 s. The rotation during the life of a pulsar spins down due to several various mechanisms
and dominantly due to a magnetic dipole braking. However, all of the estimations of feasible
initial pulsar spin periods P0 give the values that are very close to the present observed periods.
Therefore, the estimation (38) is given for P0 = 10 s. Note that the estimation can be strengthen
in case of superluminous supernovae recently discovered [35].
The possible existence of a nonzero neutrino millicharge should not significantly change the
rotation rate of a born pulsar. From the straightforward demand |
ω| < ω0 and Eq. (38) we
obtain a new limit on the neutrino millicharge
q0 < 1.3 × 10−19e0. (39)
That is, in fact, one of the most severe astrophysical limits on the neutrino millicharge [1]. Note
that in [11] the limit on the neutrino millicharge ∼10−15–10−17e0 was obtained from a quite
different approach based on the consideration of the millicharged neutrino flux from SN1987A
propagating in the galactic magnetic field outside the star.
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The obtained result for the frequency shift (36) recalls a very intriguing phenomenon that oc-
curs during a life of pulsars. Pulsar timing observations also show the effects of the sporadic
sudden increase of the rotation frequency (the pulsar glitches). The mechanism of this phe-
nomenon has been explained in many papers [36]. According to the recent observations [34],
the relative shift of the rotation frequencies is ranged between 10−10 and 10−5 with peaks at
approximately 10−9 and 10−6.
Very recently the observation of the “anti-glitch” phenomenon, that is a sudden decrease of
the rotation frequency, has been reported [20]. The observation of the “anti-glitch” requires re-
examination of the nature of the pulsars frequency shifts. The νST mechanism proposed above
can be used to explain both the glitch and “anti-glitch” phenomena. In particular, neutrinos (or
antineutrinos) with a negative millicharged propagating inside the rotating star spin down the
star rotation rate. From our estimations it follows that the proposed νST mechanism with about
1051 total emitted neutrinos and the neutrino millicharge q0 = 10−18e0 can explain the recent
“anti-glitch” event of the magnetar 1E 2259+586 [20].
9. Conclusions
In this work we have considered the electrically millicharged neutrino with the anomalous
magnetic moment moving in the dense rotating magnetized matter. Two new exact solutions of
the corresponding modified Dirac equations for the particle wave functions in the external envi-
ronments have been obtained. It has been shown that the neutrino energy spectrum is quantized
due to both weak and electromagnetic interactions of the neutrino with the background matter.
Within the quasi-classical interpretation of the obtained solutions we have introduced the ef-
fective Lorentz force that describes a millicharged neutrino motion in the rotating magnetized
matter. Due to the action of the force low energy neutrinos can be bound in circular orbits in-
side neutron stars and accretion disks of black holes. In turn, the trajectories of the neutrinos
with rather high energies will be reasonably disturbed. We have predicted the effect of the spa-
tial separation of different types of neutrinos (neutrinos and antineutrinos, and/or different flavor
neutrinos, and/or neutrinos with different energies) that occurs after passing of mixed flux of
neutrinos through the rotating magnetized matter. This effect can explain the absence of correla-
tions in observations of light and neutrino signals from their mutual astrophysical source in the
ANTARES experiment [18].
We have introduced a new possible mechanism of the neutrino electromagnetic radiation due
to a nonzero neutrino millicharge (“Light of (milli)Charged Neutrino”, LCν) in the magnetized
nonuniform rotating matter. This radiation can be produced when the neutrino is moving in the
nonuniform rotating matter even in the absence of the magnetic field. The phenomenon is of in-
terest for astrophysics in light of the recently reported hints of ultra-high energy neutrinos ∼PeV
observed by IceCube [19].
We have also predicted the phenomenon of the star rotation frequency shift by neutrinos
propagating inside a star (“Neutrino Star Turning” mechanism, νST). The νST mechanism is
originated due to both weak and electromagnetic interactions of the neutrinos with the dense
magnetized matter of the star. The consideration of the impact of the proposed νST mechanism
on the torque of pulsars during their formation in supernova explosions yields a new limit on the
neutrino millicharge qν < 1.3 × 10−19e0. The obtained limit is one of the strongest astrophysical
bounds on the neutrino millicharge known in literature. In addition, the νST mechanism can be
A.I. Studenikin, I.V. Tokarev / Nuclear Physics B 884 (2014) 396–407 407used to explain the origin of pulsar glitches and “anti-glitches” as well in case of a sufficiently
large neutrino emission.
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